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ABSTRACT
Every product industry goes through the process of product validation before its release.
Validation could be effortless or laborious depending upon the process. Here in this paper, a
process is defined that can make the task-independent of constant monitoring. This method will
not only make the work of test engineers easier it will also help the company meet stringent
release deadlines with ease. The method explores how to complete visual validation of the
display screen using deep learning and image processing. In the example, a method is discussed
wrt a car-cluster display screen. The method breaks down the components of the screen then
validates each component against its design and outputs a result predicting whether the
displayed content is correct or incorrect. The models like You-Only-Live-Once, Machine
Learning, Convolution Neural Networks-Conv2D, and image processing techniques like Hough
circle/Hough lines are used to predict the accuracy of each display component. These sets of
algorithms compile to provide consistent results throughout and are being currently used to
generate results for the validation process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Before a product is released to the market it undergoes a lot of cycles. From development to
release it goes through a massive amount of testing and validation. Most of the validation and
testing is usually accomplished by test engineers who try and make sure that the final product is
market-ready and follows Lean Software Principles. But to achieve this task they must spend
hours of their time into visually validating the product. This paper aims to provide a method that
can help reduce this time, help reduce last-minute defects (helps reduce cost, saves reputation),
and make testing truly Automated. Several methods have been attempted towards this area but
seldom discussed in the public forum as it advances to be propriety. In the behavior Driven
testing field methods of hard coding are used to test a feature. Several tools are available in the
market which are preferred like Test.ai, Testim.io, and other APIs that help in Automation
testing. Although most companies have confidential data and tend to not use the available tools
for validation, they instead have their tools. Another method deployed is where the validation is
outsourced, and the client company provides expensive solutions. This paper wants fully
automated visual testing accessible by all.
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Figures 1.1 ,1.2 System CNN-Conv2D Model parameters and training statistics

Figure 1.3 Data plotted using results from Figure 1.1 and 1.2.
Figure 1.4 representing an image of car cluster, Such images were used as starting point for
YOLO(Image obtained from Reference [11])

During cluster visual validation the simulation of signals for various ECU’s is accomplished
using some Can-based tool. This tool stimulates RX/TX messages from other subsystems. Not
only must messages be validated but also their effect must be studied. This process might involve
a few indicators to turn on, speed to change in the speedometer, or some warning being
displayed. Each of these is divided into components for regression testing. YOLO is used to
divide these components into four major regions of interest. Depending upon the component
either positional value approximation or further processing is done. These regions of interest are
further passed through convolution [2] models to check for event accuracy. This helps satisfy all
the principles of automated testing-helps reduce time, improves efficiency, saves money, and
meets deadlines with ease.
The first section discusses the work being done in the respective fields, second describes the
algorithm and how it works. The third section describes the dataset creation and accuracy of the
model being used. The fourth section discusses the results obtained and explores the challenges
and future work.
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2. PREVIOUS WORK
The image grabber [2] is mentioned as a tool for validation testing for the Instrument panel
cluster. The paper discusses in detail the method of capturing screenshots. It also focuses on the
process of saving the screenshots using a frontend. This paper focuses on the validation of
screens using video streaming and saving frames. YOLOv is applied over frames of video
footage for continuous testing. Another work [3] have used frame by frame comparison, using
MSE (Mean Squared Error) and SSIM

Figure 2.1 Representing the flowchart or system flow

Algorithm input for (1)

Algorithm output
from (2)

Algorithm output
from (3)

Figure 2.2 Results from algorithm before decision stage

the parameters to extract the similarities between two images. The reference image is compared
to the live-stream image, if it fails and exceeds the required MSE, the system will output the test
case as failed. Yet, the most seeming drawback with this method is if the brightness or the
contrast of room changes the MSE can vary drastically as it is based upon pixel values. Visteon
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has come close with [4] SIFT in segregating and identifying its text-based regions from images.
Before applying YOLO several methods experimented like SIFT or M-SURF, but it resulted in
using extreme amounts of computation power. That is why it was discarded. These algorithms
can provide good outputs with a high-powered GPU. Most research papers talk about automating
the manual signals to automated signals. The major player

Figure 3.1 Flowchart for Image Processing layer

Figure 3.2 Outputs from the image processing layer
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in the field is selenium [5], using selenium one can automate the test cases and test for each
component. It provides extensive and rich user Interfaces and comfortable experience for testers.
But most Fortune 500 companies already have automated test cases, only problem persistence is
visual validation and while most companies try to patent their method and have unique ways,
challenges remain with how a few algorithms are guaranteed to give results generically.

3. A PROPOSED SOLUTION
3.1. System Model
The Automation testing can be divided into three major divisions which can be used as three
threads interacting with each other based upon inputs and outputs. 1. The Image processing
component: This component involves cropping the image, finding contours, extracting bounding
boxes, the longest line, or circles from an image. In the method explained OpenCV is used to
contour out the regions of interest. These regions of interest are then further used for processing.
YOLO is used to extract a box of the desired size from Figure 1.4. Masking techniques are used
to get the contour of the needle of the speedometer [Figure 3.1]. As one can see from Figure 2.2
that the needle is red so after masking out red color using HSV [6] filter a mask is applied to
extract the image [ Figure 3.2]. Similarly, in a generic car-cluster, there are circular regions to
extract, open cv libraries are used to extract Hough circles from image along with Hough lines.
This component varies drastically from cluster to cluster. 2. The CNN-Conv2D component. The
cluster contains some constant indicator images, telltales, and warnings. These can be verified by
using a convolution neural network model either specific to the image or a classification model to
indicate the category. CNN-Conv2D comes at the bottom of the architecture because the final
prediction of the image or final validation is completed by CNN-Conv2D. Results are interpreted
as one or zero. 3. The YOLO [7] component is used to separate the regions in the cluster, this, in
turn, helps provide inputs for CNN-Conv2D models.

3.2. Algorithm
3.2.1. CNN-Conv2D Algorithm
As Referenced in [1] we define a convolution process by assuming a 4-D kernel tensor K with
element K i,j,k,l giving the connection strength between a unit in channel i of the output and a unit
in channel j of the input, with an offset of k rows and l columns between the output unit and the
input unit. Assume the input consists of observed data V with element Vi,j,k giving the value of the
input unit within channel i at row j and column k. Assume the output consists of Z with the same
format as V. If Z is produced by convolving K across V without flipping K , then
Zi, j, k =
Zi, j, k = c(K,V, s)i,j,k =

…(1)
…(2)

Equation (1) and equation (2) help explain the Convolution process as referred to in [1]. This
paper does not explore the mathematical backend of the CNN-Conv2D [8] algorithm, it considers
the implementation of CNN-Conv2D in detail. Once images from the cluster are obtained either
through camera or any other device which requires various CNN-Conv2D models in the
background to explain the validity of each image. For this .h5 is used and .json file is used with
weights stored from the trained model.
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An alternate method explored is to classify between images and map them according to the
triggered event. Though it required extreme amounts of computation power. Hence, switching
back to event-triggered validation, the algorithm checked for incorrect images on a one-by-one
basis. It proved successful in saving time and generating results with lesser use of resources.
Once an event is triggered a screenshot is captured, of the cluster. According to the respective
categories images go through various layers of the algorithm and generate results. On the other
hand, training models for each of the event was laborious until image processing was used. By
using image processing a dataset of about 200*1000 images was generated. Each model used 4
convolution layers and 2 fully connected layers. As seen in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, the model is
trained in Anaconda IDE Spyder where the console is displaying the Convolution layers,
accuracy, and loss values. Figure 1.3 is the graphical representation of accuracy and loss values
through progressive epochs. Figure 1.4 is the input image for the YOLO layer which again uses
the CNN algorithm.
CNN-Conv2D has been trained on the images of the correct text-based alert or graphics-based
alert which included 100 images for each alert. These images were collected from the live-stream
under various light conditions. This was done to prevent the failure of the test cases. The models
are trained to be robust and adaptive to any light conditions. Be it day or night the validation
process could be carried out at any time.
3.2.2. Image processing component
Image processing is used extensively in computer vision to aid the machine learning algorithms.
Figure 2.2 is the input for the image processing layer, but only the images having a needle are
used in this layer. They not only help in pre-processing but can help extensively in making the
dataset more diverse. Various algorithms discussed are extracting the longest line and the largest
circle by using Hough Transform [9].
...(3)
Using Hesse’s transform [9], the longest line is obtained in an image where computations are
done for pixel values. When the threshold is applied over the values obtained from transform,
segregation of different circles and lines helped obtain the required circle.
Similarly, other algorithms can be applying to extract the image. For example: - if the speed of
the vehicle is to be calculated from the scale in the speedometer, after extracting the color-filled
longest line one can find the speed by calculating
and . Therefore, obtaining the result from
the equation below:

... (4)
Another example -Optical Character Recognition [10] can be deployed for checking the
correctness of each alphabet or number for each event.
3.2.3. YOLO component
The YOLO [7] is a CNN-Conv2D network that learns to identify objects. Primarily used for
object detection, it’s capabilities can be used to obtain Regions of Interest (ROI) from the frame.
Each ROI acts as an object for the algorithm. A grid of 9*9 for a 960*800 image is used. YOLO
was trained to identify the speedometer, gauges, middle region for warnings, and upper region for
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indicators. This model can be modifying to generate other output. The vector values for each grid
object must be updated to obtain variable results.

4. SIGNAL-FLOW
Input frames from the video stream are fed as individual images (Figure 4.1) to the YOLO
network. YOLO outputs are a set of ROI’s (Figure 4.2) which are fed to the image processing
layer but only in conditions where further processing is required like:



To find the angle of gauge needle (Figure 4.2 Right ROI)
To find the angle of the speedometer needle (Figure 4.2 Left ROI)

From these angles, the RPM and the speed are calculated, as the radius and length are constant.



In the case of warnings /text-based alerts validation (Figure 4.2 Center ROI), OCR is
used.
For indicators HSV-based-color-filtering as referred to in [6], open CV models are used
to validate the color, but for shapes, CNN-Conv2D is used.

All the components of validation are covered once the above categories are completed.

4.1. Training of YOLO network
It is accomplished by feeding the network with 500 images of each of the ROI’s. A dataset this
large can be cumbersome to build. Hence OpenCV libraries were used to increase contrast,
decrease brightness, and include noise to obtain a diverse dataset. During testing of the model
unseen images were fed to the network to distinguish the regions. It was only trained initially to
output the regions, later updated to output the width, height, x, y-axis of the bounding box for the
ROI.
Dimensions obtained were then utilized to crop the regions and fed to the subsequent layers. The
complete process is depicted using a flowchart in Figure 2.1. After the images have been fed to
CNN Layer the result (“0” for PASS and “1” for FAIL) will conclude if it is “PASS TESTCASE”
or “FAILED TESTCASE” which in turn will conclude the process.

5. RESULTS

Figure 4.1 Bounding boxes from YOLO, Obtained from Reference [9]
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Figure 4.2 ROI’s from YOLO/ Output from YOLO

While taking into account the accuracy obtained from the model whereas it was taking 16-17
minutes through manual testing. So, the whole validation process was completed within 5 hours.
The entire cost was reduced by hundreds of dollars and efficiency was increased. The tool thus
developed was able to generate output at 98% (average from all the models) accuracy overall.
The dataset has been tested on the frames of the video stream for car-cluster with different
speedometer and gauge values. The 2% where the tool failed was in areas like Optical Character
recognition. OCR was not able to identify a 4WD and gave output as AWD. Another challenge
was colors; hence a fixed brightness and contrast was set from the camera to detect without
errors. The report was generated automatically from the outputs and it completed the validation
process. Throughout the process Logitech webcam was used as a camera and a Windows/Linux
PC with core Xeon without any external GPU has been used. The solution checked all the
parameters of automated testing reduced time, efforts, saved cost, and improved efficiency
(Qualitatively and Quantitatively). The various process has claimed to obtain good results, but the
solution is validation situation oriented. The methods which can work for one cannot be suitable
for the other as the conditions differ drastically with processing power, lighting conditions, and
use of various interfaces. Sometimes complete autonomous automation is not the goal, although
in cases it is required the paper extensively helps in building solutions with remarkable
accuracies.

6. STIMULATION
The method is currently deployed in the test environment to test its reproducibility. During its
thousand’s run, it has not produced any false positives which are crucial to production. The 2%
corresponds to the false negatives which can be rechecked if needed by the test engineer. The low
brightness and high contrast are being fixed for the test to aid OCR.
Other competing solutions are usually not in-house, the cost, development, as well as
maintenance, is expensive. This process gives more power to the user and reduces dependency on
third-party software. Moreover, with open-source libraries available it becomes easy to deploy it
over a variety of systems under validation.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The methods discussed if executed sequentially will help in converting semi-Autonomous testing
to fully autonomous testing. Semi-autonomous testing involves automating all signals and
messages while the decision is taken by a human. This task is not required in fully autonomous
testing where the decision is taken by the program. There can be ways to optimize the flow of
algorithms and improve efficiency to 100%, which may require training an in-house OCR.
Moreover, process improvement can be achieved by optimizing algorithms and image processing
over the video frame.
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